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Contents: 

Intelligent Instrument Streamlines de Semiconductor Parameter Measurements, by 
Kohichi Maeds, Jin·ichi Ikemala, Fumiro Tsuruda, and Teruo Takeda Curve-tracer mea

surements take a quantum leap forward In accuracy and ease of use 

Programmable Stimulus/Measurement Units Simplify Device Test Setups, by Susumu 
Takagi, Hiroshi Sakayori, and Teruo Takeda Each SMU can be electronically set to supply 

a specified voltage or current and to measure the associated current or voltage, 

HQMOS: A High-Performance NMOS Technology, by Horng-San Fu, Roger To-Ho; Szeto, 
Anders T. Dejenfeft, and Oevereaux C. Chen Smaller NMOS devices operate faster and use 

less power. Some process innovations are reqUired to make them, 

MOS Device and Process Design Using Computer Simulations, by Soo-Young Oh The 
effects of design changes can be accurately predicted by the proper computer model, elimi

nating the need for actual fabrication 

In this Issue: 
Semiconductor diodes and transistors are the building blocks of the electronic marvels 

that make our lives easier, more interesting and more productive, The semiconductor is 
usually sHicon, the main component of beach sand, anfully doped with impurities 
to give it desirable electrical properties. Sometimes diodes and transistors come one to a 
package as discrete components, and sometimes many are combined in an integrated circuit 

� _ � on a single chip of silicon. In this age of VLSI-very large-scale Integration-there may be 
--��- � hundreds of thousands of these devices on a chip, forming a complete microcomputer, mem

.. _ '" � _�. ory, or other functional system. Integrated Circuits begin their �ves as wafers of si�con. Dozens 
or hundreds of circuits are formed on each wafer in a series of processing steps, and then the wafer is cut apart 
into individual ChiPS, which are put into packages ready to be assembled into electronic equipment. On our cover 
this month you can see a wafer and a variety of packaged devices. 

The instrument pictured on this month's cover is the 4145A Semiconductor Parameter Analyzer. It's a 
powerful tool designed to make measurements on transistors and diodes and tell semiconductor manufacturers 
some of the things they need to know to Improve device performance and increase yields (yield is Ihe percentage 
of chips that operate correctly when they're completed). Parameter measurements are also needed by users of 
semiconductor devices, who have to know how a deVice will behave in a Clrcuil. and by people developing 
computer models of devices for use in computer-aided deSign systems. The 4145A resembles a venerable 
instrument called a curve tracer, which has been used for twenty years to measure transistor parameters. 
However, the resemblance is slight, because the 4145A has a built-in microcomputer and can automatically 
execute measurement sequences and perform calculations. It can also operate under computer control as part 
of an automated test system. Engineers who have used a ruler to measure distances on a curve-tracers screen 
so they could calculate the slope of a trace are impressed when they find they can position two markers on the 
4145A's display and see the slope displayed on the screen. This slope function and the 4145A's ability to display 
calculated parameters are illustrated in the cover photograph. You can get capability like the 414SA's elsewhere, 
but only in a sophisticated, expensive system that really represents overkill for many measurement applications. 
The complete story of the design of the 4145A is on pages 3 to 20. 

On page 21 is an article about one of the many processes used to make HP Integrated CIrCUits. This process is 
called HOMOS, for reasons explained in the article. and it was developed by scaling down a standard process, 
taking advantage of advances m process technology. The scaled-down process produces transistors that 
operate faster and use less power than those of the standard process. 

In the article on page 28 yOlJ can find an example of the use of computer models to simulate hQIN process 
changes may alter deVice performance. Usmg these models, process engmeers can predict the effects of 
changes without actually making a wafer. 
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Intelligent Instrument Streamlines dc 

Semiconductor Parameter Measurements 
Used as a stand-alone mstrument or as part of an automated 

test system, this smart curve tracer makes it easy to 

measure, analyze, graphically display, and store dc 

semiconductor parameters 

by Kohichi Maeda, Jin-ichi Ikemoto, Fumiro Tsuruda, and 
Teruo Takeda 

P 
REaSE DEVICE PARAl\lETER MEASUREMENTS 
are essential for computer-aided design and 
semiconductor research and development. for real

time feedback on wafer evaluations to improve the 
semiconductor process and increase yields on the produc
tion line. and for incoming inspection by end users of 
semiconductor products. The need for an instrument capa· 
bleofsuch measurements that can be used by itself orean be 
easily incorporated into an automated test system is becom
ing more and more acute. 

The HP 4145A Semiconductor Parameter Analyzer (Fig. 
1) was developed to provide an attractive alternative to a 
curve tracer or an expensive tcst system. and to satisfy the 
measurement and evaluation needs of the semiconductor 
industries. It is a fully automatic. high-perfonnancc in
strument designed to measure. analyze. and graphically 
display the dc parameters and characteristics of diodes. 
transistors. ICs. solar cells and semiconductor materials. 

In stand-alone use. the 4145A can rapidly and accurately 
evaluate a complete range of parameters such as threshold 
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voltage (VT). transoonduclance (Srn)' common-emitter cur
rent gain (hn:l. Early voltage (V,,). and many others. See 
pages 6 and 10 for examples of typical <lpplications. All of 
the necessary stimulus. measurement. calculation. display_ 
and data stornge facilities required arc contained in the 
4H5A. Because the 4145A uses the HP-lB' and HP-CL 
(llewlett-Packard Graphics Language). it is easy to interface 
the 4145A 10 other measuring instrumentation and control
lers for laboratol)' automation. Publication-quality hard 
copies of the measurement results displayed on the 414SA's 
CRT can be obtained simply by connecting an HP-IB
compatible plottervrinter such as the HP 7470A Graphics 
Plotter and pressing the PLOT or PRINT keys. The plots for 
the application examples discussed on pages 6, 7, 10. and 
11 were obtained in this manner. No controller is needed. 
Ilowever. by connecting a controller and using simple 
IIP·GL commands. additionul information (notes. com
ments. overlay plots. et cetera) can be displayed on lhe 
4145A's CRT, or the CRT (;8n be used as an independent 
graphics display. 
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Fig. 1. The HP 4/45A SemlCon· 
ductor Parameter Analyzer IS the 

firs/ stand·alone mSlfument capa
ble of fully aUloma/IC measure

me nts of de sem Icon duc tor 

parameters. Usmg the Hewlell-

Packard Interface Bus (IEEE 488). 
1/ can also lorm pan of a larger 
computer·controlled test system 
lor parameter evaluatron. cam· 
PIJflSon, and storage 
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Features 
Some of the features of the 41-15A are: 

• Four stimulus measurement units (SMUs) that can be 
programmed to perform in one of three different modes: 

1. Voltage source and current monilor (V mode) 
2. Current source and voltage monitor (I mode) 
3. Common connection (CO}'I mode). 

• Two \'oltage sources (VS) that can be linearly or logarith
mically swept over their programmed output range. 

• Two voltage monitors (VM). 
• lIigh-resolution digital CRT display module for display· 

ing graphic and alphanumeric information in any of five 
different display modes: graphic display. matrix display, 
schmoo' plot, list display. and time domain. The display 
can also be programmed by on external controller using 
liP-CL commands. 

• Internal flexible disc drive for storing measurement 
setups. autosequence programs, and data. 

• Bu i It-in IIP-/8 interface for easy connection of the 4145A 
to other HP-IB·compatible instruments and controllers to 
form automated test systems. 

• Eight built-in functions to simplify control and manipu
lation of the displayed data. 

• Two user functions that allow front-panel programming 
of two different arithmetic operations for calculating 
parameters from measured valucs. The results can be 
displayed in rcal lime vcrsus the measured values. 

• Versatile front-pane! keyboard for measurement setuj> 
and manipulation of displayed data. Eight softkeys along 
the right side of the display make it ensy for an operator to 
select the desired test conditions and display format. 

.,. .,......, ............ plO! '..... ,2-a>.d "'" AI1I """"'" by II>He<erol �)'""DaI1I on .. 
lCY p*" 

Hardware Architecture 
A block diagram of the 4145A's hardware system is 

shown in I·ig. 2. The digital system is functionally divided 
into six blocks: the main processing unit. graphic display 
unit. mass storage unit, front·panel unit. and liP-ill inter
face contained in the digital section, and the SMU control· 
ler located in the measurement section and coupled to the 
rest of Ihe digital system through an optoisolator. 

The main processing unit uses a 68000 microprocessor and 
contains 16K bytes of ROM. 32K bytes of dynamic RA�t a 
10-ms interval timer. and the SMU controller interface. 

The graphics display unit contains an HP 1345A Digital 
Display ModuleL and a two-port read/write 4Kx16-bit vec
tor memory to store picture data. The 1345A picture data is 
refreshed automatically by scanning the vector memory at a 
rate of approximately 50 IIz. 

A keyboard, rotary pulse generator, and various indi
cators make up the front·panel unit. The keyboard consists 
of a number of keys arranged in convenient grouj>ings for 
page control, measurement control, autosequence control. 
integration-time seleclion, editing, alphanumeric and 
arithmetic operation entry, autocalibration, print/plot con
trol. soflkeys, file storage and retrieval, and cursor posilion· 
ing. The rotary pulse generator outputs 120 pulses per rev· 
olution and controls the display marker. The indicators 
show the current HP-IB status and selected operations. 

The mass storage unit contains a flexible disc controller 
and drive. The drive handles 5.25·in. single-sided, single
density. flexible discs having a storage capacity of 92 kilo
bytes on 40 tracks with 9 sectors per track, 256 bytes per 
sector. 

The SMU controller is the measurement controller in the 
4H5A. It uses a 6802 microprocessor and contains 12K 
bytes of ROM. 1 K byte of static RAM, two analog interfaces, 

DlglI.1 Secllon (Grounded) 
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M." SLOfag8 Unit Fron,·Panel UnlL Graphic. Display 
Unl, 

MelSurernen, Sec, Ion (FIo.Un;) 

DOlO'. 

settings 

Control 

Fig. 2. Block dragram of the 4145A"s hardware system conslSllng of a grounded digital sectlOll 
and a floatmg measuremem sec/Ion. Communication between the twO sec/lOtlS IS through an 

oplolsolator 
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and an asynchronous communication interface capable of a 
data transmission rate of 250.000 bits s. The two analog 
interfaces are used to communicate with the four S:-'IUs. 
h\'0 \'Ss. and two \'Ms via analog-to-digital and digital. to

analog converters as shown in Fig. 2. The as�'nchronous 
interface is ground· isolated and connected to the system 
microprocessor in the main processing unit by op
toisolators. This arrangement allows floating-ground mea· 
surements. 

The S�·tU controller has intelligent functions that enable 
the system processor to gh'e commands or get data with 
ease. For example. it has sweep control capability Once the 

SMU controller has been given sweep parameters (linear 
log, start value, step size. number of steps). it sets up the 
source output "alues. gh'es hold or delay lime. measures 
monitored values, and reports measurement data automati
cally at every slep. 

A second feature is the line-frequency-synchronized 
sampling and averaging technique to reduce ac line noise. 
When INTEG TIME is set to SHORT. the measured data is 
stored directly without integration. However. when INTEG 
TIME is set to MED. 16 samples are taken during one ac line 
frequency cycle and averaged for each measurement value. 
The LONG setting averages 256 samples taken during 16 ac 
line cycles. The sample timing is controlled by a timer that 
counts the main processing unit clock pulses. 

Another feature is SMU de offset correction. The SMU 
controller calibrates all dc offsets in the SMUs and cancels 
these parameters on every setting and measurement. Con· 
sequently there are no adjustable components on the S}"IU 
assemblies. This improves the long-term stability of the de 
offset error specification. 

The SMU controller also has a self-test function. Self·test 
consists of two parts. One is the test of the SMU controller 
itself and the analog-to-digital Ilnd digital·to-analog con
verters interfacing the SMU controller to \heSMUs. and the 
other is the SMU test. If an error occurs in the former test. 
Ihe SMU controller shuts down operation because this kind 
of error is a flltal error. The system processor detects this 
state Ilnd displays AOt on the CRT, indicating that the SMU 
controller is down. The light-emitting diodes (LEDs) on the 

SMU controller board show the error number. which indi
cates the error block. In theSMU test. detected errors are not 
fataJ to system operalion. The SMU controller simply re
ports the results of the tost and system operation continues. 
AI Ihis lime. the CRT display shows the error number, if 
any, for each SMU. 

The measurement section is divided into seven blocks 
{excluding the SMU controller}: an analog·to·digitlll con
verter (ADC). a digital-to·analog converter (DAC). four 
SMUs, two VSs and two VMs. The 16·bi\ ADC is combined 
with a 10-channel multiplexer. The multiplexer selects one 
channel from the 10 channels connected to the four $,"[U 
voltage monitor outputs. the four $MU current monitor 
outputs and the two VM outputs. Digital data from the ADC 
is senl lo the digital section to be processed and displayed. 

To obtain both high resolution and high speed from a 
simple hardware configuration. the ADC in the 4J45A llses 
a special input range expansion tedlllique. t\S shown in the 
block diagr<lrll in Fig. 3a, the ADC is of the successive 
approximation type. It uses two OACs. Onc is a t4·bit 

Sample 
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Time 
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FIg. 3. (a) Block diagram of the ADC used in the measure· 
ment section of the 4145A rhe conversion IS done by succes· 
sive apprOXlma/lOn. usmg DACs to supply the error Signal 
10 the CDmparatof. (b) By selling 1(JI.lw. and loo In turn, the error 
Signals 10 correcl the offset of the ADC can be derived (c) 
RelatIOnship of the vcllages VJ • V2• and V3 shown In (a) for 
the flfSI sample-and·hold peflOd 

monotonic main DAC and the other is an offset DAC for 
input range expansion. The offset DAC outputs three offset 
current values that provide three expanded rangeS. \Vith in 
each range. the main OAC has H·bi! resolution. The raw 
digital dala is output as 2 bits of offset range data plus 14 
bits of main data. To convert this intermittent binary dala 
into consecutive dala over the full input range. tho micro
processor has 10 know the offset value for each range. 

To measure these offset values. a self-calibralion is pet
formed. First. the rllilin DAG's outl)ut current Im is set to 
zero and the offset DAG's output current 10 is set to 101 (see 
Fig. 3b). Al this time. the sample-and-hold circuit is sel to 
the sample mode and a ramp \'oltage is applied to its input. 
The comparator outpul goes high at the balancing point 
(Le .. V211R = 10,)' At this moment. the sample-alld·hold 
circuit is set to Ihe hold mode. Then the output ctlTrent of 
Ihe offset DAC is changed to 102, and a successive approxi· 
mation conversion is performed using the main DAG The 
result of this conversion gin.>s the relative orrsel value be· 
tween 101 and 102, Similarly. the second step of the calibra
liun process determines the difference between the 102 and 
103 values of the offset OAC. In addition. the absolute offset 
value can be measured by the normal ana [os-ta-digital con-

OCTOBfA '11.-' Hiwt En.PACKARi) JOUFlNAL 5 
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Typical Applications of the 4145A Semiconductor 
Parameter Analyzer 

Four eXilmp�s of common semiconductor device measure
ments done by the 414SA are shown In FfQ 1 through Fig 4 The 
hlst twO examples evaluate characteristiCs of a bipolar npn trans
Istor and lhe rem ain ing two examples evaluate an MOS device, 
Part (a) of each figure IS a hard copy of the 4145As graphiC 
display and part (b) shows the 414SA test connections and SMU 
mode sen,ngs to the deVice under lest 

Slatic Collector Characteristics 

The statIC coHector characteristICs 01 a bipolar transistor are shoYJn 
In Fig 1 They were obtained by linearly sweeping the collector 
voltage VCE from 0 to 1DV 91 f ive different values of base current le 
and measuring the resulting collector current le SMU·' Is pro
grammed 101 operation as a common source (COM mode) , to 
which all other sou rces In the measurement are referenced 
SMU-2Is used as a variable current source (I mode) to prOVide the 
reqUiSite base current. SMU-3 acts as a variable voltage source (V 
mode ) and current meter to prOVide collector voltage and mea
sure the collector current. SMU-3 is the primary sweep source 
VARl and SMU-2 IS the secondary, or dependent. sweep source 

[I,? ...... .. T • 
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VAR2. The VAR2 source IS incremented only after each VAR1 
source sweep By uSing the 4145A's built· in line function todraw a 
stral9ht Ime between points A and S, the transistors collector 
output resistance and Early voltage can be read directly from the 
11GAAO and X-INTERCEPT values, respeclively. In tllis e�ample, the 
output resistance is 9 37 kn and the Early voltage IS - 77 7V 

hFE-lc Characteristics 

By uSing one of the two Internal user functions. a bipolar tran
SiStOr'S hFE-le curve can be obtained (Fig. 2). hIT i s defined as 
Idlg. The hFE decay con slant can be read directly from the 
414.5A's CRT disp lay by uSing the line function to draw a line 
tangent to the linear portion of th e curve as shown In Rg 2a 

MOS Threshold Characteristics 

The five curves shown In Fig 3 represent an MOS deVice's 
characteristics at f ive different substrate voltages Vsa The 
threshold voltage VT of an enhancement-type MOSFET IS defi ned 
as the gate voltage reqUired to cause a predetermined value of 
dram current (in thiS e�ampl e, 10 p.A). Vr can be obtained by 

SMU-3 

SMU-l 
(COM Mode) 

Fig. 1. (a) Unear graphics display 
(or slatlc colleclor characteristics 

measurement of an npn bipolar 
tranSistor Cursor is at pOint B. 
marker al point A. (b) Source setup 

values and resl configuration for 

(,; 

Fig. 2. (a) hFE versus le display 

tor 8 npn bipolar transistor. Both 
axes are IoganrhmlC (b) Source 
setup values and resl con/lgurs 
/Ion lor (a). 
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Ib, 
moving the display marker along the curve un/lllo '" to � (point 
A). and then reading the value VG al that poInt as displayed 
numerically above the graph. In Fig 3, VTe (VSB 0) IS 2.213V 

Threshold Voltage VT 
Another method of measurIng V T IS 10 bias the MOSFET such 

that the gate and dr<1In alB always at the same polenllal and 
measure The characteflsllcs m the saTural/On regIOn, Dram CUllenl 
Iflthe saturatIOn regIOn is calculaTed as 

version ofz(!ro inl)lIt, which is shown in Fig. 3b as Iez. From 
Lhese values. the microprocessor is able to determine the 
absolute offset value of each rangu, lInd to gut true data by 
siml)leaddition or subtraction. Thus. this ADCcan measure 
approximately :!:11 volts full scale with 0.5·m\' resolution 
and 200-�s conversion speed. 

The 16-bit DAC is used by the S:\IU controller to output 
control setlings. It has a lO·channel distributor that allo
cates outputs from the DAC to each SMU and vs input. 

The four stimulus measurement units are the heart of the 
4145A. Each SMU can bp. programmed 10 function as a 
voltage souTI;e and current monitor (V model or a current 

SMlJ.3 

m 

SMU·3 

FIg. 3. (a) Log.hnear dlsp!ay 01 
MOSFETlhreshOldcharacle(ls/Jcs 
for five different substlare volf
ages. (bJ Source setup values and 
lest conflguralion for (a), 

Fig, 4. (a) Linear display for de

termmmg threshold voltage of an 
MOS deVice (see text), Cursor IS al 
POint A. marker al pOint B. (b) 

Source setup values a nd test con

h"gurallon for (a) 

whele fJ is the gain laclor of the deVIce By laking the square root 
of Ihls eQuaton, we lind that the retahonshlp between -....f"i; and 
Vc» IS linear, the slope of the line IS \/fj and the po"nt at which 
the lIne crosses the X·axls IS Vr" Thus 

The 4145A's user !unctlon can be set up to perform thiS calcula· 
/Ion dUring the measUlement From Fig. 4, X_INTERCEPT shows a 
V� of 2 t TV The SQuare 01 the line GRAD IS ,1l=566 X 10-6 

source and voltage monitor (I mode). In the V mode. an 
SMU can supply from ::!:'] m\' to ::!:100V over three output 
ranges as given in Table 1. In the I mode. currents as low as 1 
pA and as high as 100 m A can be forced as listed in Table 11. 
If higher currents or \'oJtages are required, an S�'IU can be 
used to program an external powersupply (see box on page 
10), Onc advantage of the SMU concept is that a four· 
terminal device can be completely characterized by the 
41451\ without changing connections. For example. a bipo· 
lar transistor Ciln be char<lcteri;-;ed ill common-base, 
common·collcctor, and common-emitter configurations 
wi thoul any connect ion changes. Sce The art icle on page 15 

OCTOBER 1%2 HI: I\'lHT-PACKARD JQUHNAl 7 
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Table I 
SMU Output Capability: V Mode 

Voltage 
Range Resolution 

:20" 1 nV 
:.jOV 2 nV 

:100\1 5 n\' 

Accuracy 

:(0.1% of reading 

"'0.05% of range 
+O . .jOXI,J 

lo�outl)ut CUTTont �t set \·oltagll. 

Table 11 
SMU Output Capability: I Mode 

Current 
Range 

Reso
lullon 

:100 mA 100,.A 

:r1O mA 10"" 
:r1000 JjA I "" 
:rl00".A 100 nA 

Accuracy 

:r{O.3% of rnading 

+(0.1 +O.002VJ% 
of range} 

Maximum 
Current 10 

100 mA 
50 mA 
20 mA 

Maxfmum 
Voltage Vo 

:rl0JjA 10 nA 100V (1 ... 20 mAl 

:1000 nA 
.!. tOO nA 

"A 
100pA 

:r[0.5% of reading 

-+-io.t1"O.OQ2\'01"b 
ofrange] 

=IOnA IOpA ,:rls pA+l% of reading 

:r1000 pA 1 pA +(0.1+0.002\'0)"-
of range 1 

",,"'output volt ago lit set cu rrent. 

for 11 discussion of the design of the SMUs. 
As mentioned ellrlier, the output from each S1\IU is de

termined b y  two input control voltllges from the 16-bit DAC. 
onc for output voltage and one for output curren!. Other 
information, SUdl as voltage or current ranging. is given 
directly by the SMU controller. Each SMU outputs t\\"o 
monitor voltagesto the 16-bit ADC that correspond to S1\IU 
ou'lmt \'oitage and output current. 

The two additional voltage sources (VS) and t\\"o voltage 
monitors (\'M) are built in for measurements that require 
more sources and or monitors than provided by the four 
S}'IUs. Each VS isa programmable voltage source whose = 1 
m\' 10 :20\' output is determined. like the S}.IUs·. by the 
output from thE' 16-bit DAC. Each \,�I is similar to a buffer 
amplirier whose monitor output is sent to Ihe ADC \'ia the 
multiplexer. Each \"}'I can measure voltllges from = 100 IJ.\' 
to :!:2\'. or from =1 mV t o =20\'. depending on its range 
sPiting. 

Software System 

The -ll-lsA's software system (Fig. -l) is based on Cl real-

8 Wl 

Fig. 4. The softtNare archllecture of the 4145A IS based on a 
rea/·/lme montlor 10 con/raJ the utI/lues and four pnofl/y levels 
o( lasks (ASP c-Autosequence pfogramJ_ 

time monitor whose functions arc as follows: 
• Task management (multilasking). A task is the primary 

structure of an execution en\'ironment under the relll
time monitor. The monitorsupports multilasking oper/l
lions with four priority levels. Eight tasks are available 
for each level. Task management sen'ices include start. 
cnd. and abort. 

• Tasl synchronization. Tasks am communicate informa
tion to another task via an event control block. which is 
managed by tha real-timo monitor and not visible to a 
task programmer. The receiving task calls the WAIT mac
rocommnnd with the event control block number. The 
sending task calls the POST macro with the event control 
block number and a post code. 

• Program management. Certain tasks are resident on the 
flexible disc. If one of these tasks is required but is not 
already in the overlay area (see Fig. 5). the program man
ager loads the appropriate file containing the task and 
starts it. 

• Timer services. The real-time monitor can periodicaJty 
initiate execution of a specified task. This is a very impor. 
tant function for measurement instrumentation. The 
monilor can also suspend task execution for a specified 
interval and initiate execution of a specified task after a 
specined interval. 

• Interrupt handling. The interrupt handler monitors and 
pr(lN'<:�e<: fntpmlllt� fmm Ihp pn\\,Rrf�il rlplflf'lnr. timer. 
liP-lB. and asynchronous communication interface. Up 
to eight interrupt processing routines can be supported. 

• 10 conlrol. The J 0 control subsystem provides the basic 
drhers and various utili lies to control the instrument 
hardware. graphics display, mass storage. front panel. 
and asynchronous communication interface. 
The.j 1.j5A has a memory· mapped 10 system and 16" 
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Fig. 5. (a) Memory map for main processing Unit (b) DIsc 
memory structure for the smgle-sided, smgle-dens;!}', 525-m 
Ile:Klble discs used by the 4145A's mternal disc drive 

bytes (4KX4] of ROM. The ROM area contains the real-time 
monitor.1I0control, power-on self-test programs, and some 
frequently used utilities. 

The 4145A 's memory map is shown in Fig. Sa. The direc
tory is a copy of the directory stored on the disc. !fthe disc is 
changed. the d irectory is automlltiC';llly revised al the next 
file access. The measurement control block contains the 
control information fora measurement. Data in this block is 
changed by changing the information on the CHANNELDEF

INITION, SOURCE SET UP. MEAS & DlSP MODE SET UP. OUT

PUT SEQUENCE SET UP and D1SPl.AY menu pages. This area 
(768 bytes) can be stored on the disc by the command SAVE 

P Filename. MeasUl'ement data is stored in the data buffer 
(2304 bytes). The measUl'ement control block and the data 
buffer can be stored on the disc by the command SAVE D 

Filename. The UF objecl and stack area (256 bytes) is used as 
an intermediate code area for user fUnctions and as a stack 
area for RPN (Reverse Polish Notation) operation. The in· 
termediate code of the autosequence program is resident in 
the ASP object area (256 bytes). This area can be stored on 
the disc by the command SAVE S Filename. Nonresident 
tasks and data are loaded into the overlay area by the real
time monitor before execution. Resident tasks. common 
data and utilities are loaded i.nto the system resident area at 
instrument power-on. 

The 4145A uses an internal sing le-sided, single-density 
flexible disc drive to store systom programs. measurement 
data and user programs. The disc space is divided into a 
system area and a user area (soe Fig. 5b). The system area 
consists of a system labol, 12 system files and a directory. 
Files in the user area are organized by an indexed access 

method. The size of each system file is -lK bytes. including 
tasks. utilities and dala. The diredory is  pr o\'ided for user 

area management with a spare directory for backUp. The 
size of the directol1' is 2"- bytes, 

The user area has room for 1-13 records (256 b}1es record). 
The first 12 records are reser\'ed for system default pro
grams. The -I1-15A has three types of user files: program files 
(3 records). data files 112 records) and sequence files (1 
record). l ' p to -13 program files can be stored on each disc. 
Each file has a unique name (6 characters maximum). The 
fo llOWing commands and the catalog function (see Fig. 6) 
are provided for mana gement of these user files. 

SA\'E PO'S Filename for storing user files 
GET pr[).'S Filename for retrieving user files 
PURGE P:O!S Filenamtl for purging user files 
REPACK for repacking the user area 

P indi cates a program file, D indicates a data file. and S 

indicates a sequence file. 

Instrument Operation 
There are two important points to consider when design

ing a keyboard·operated instrument. One is simplicity and 
ease of use, making the measmement complexity trans
parent to the inexperienced or casual user. The other is 
versatility for more experienced users and sophisticated 
measurements. 

The operating system ofthe-l145A is designed to perform 
a wide range of operations with menu-driven. softkey. 
oriented control. The measurement procedures are divided 
functionaUy into four parts that are each disp layed in a 
menu page format: CHANNEL DEFINITION. SOURCE SET UP. 

MEAS & D1SP MODE SET UP. and D1SPLA Y (see Fig. 7). These 
pages can be accessed sequential!y by pressing the PAEVor 
NEXT keys, and directly from the menu page by pressing the 
appropriate softkey. The user s�ts up. or programs. the 
measurement by filling in blanks on each menu page. The 

L :R , r .A-'" • 

ClvCll,la(- la re. ,da <,', 
I'""ome ty, , mma. ta 0 ... ,....9 av usd 
, ay. ey. 9" 217 '3 3 

vU ( ays ey e. �0 3 3 

VC , C aye ey .am ,,3 3 3 

VFiF eye ayaLam , <'6 3 3 

� PI ,e' )! MC. I ,29 I I 
BIP2 ,eg r MO 2 ,30 I 
BIpTD ,eg FOR T/O ,31 I I 

BIP Seg FOR A'N 2 <2 I I 

NPNl " . ·AFP ,33 3 3 

CBVBE Pro *AFP 2 236 3 3 

EMTR Pr� .... AFP " ,39 3 3 

R ro .... Ar·t 4 42 3 3 

Fig.6. TYPlcaldlreclory hsling offiles sloredon a flex.ble diSC 
Each diSC contarns Ihe operatrng syslem for Ihe 4145A in 
add,llon to saved user programs and stored data 
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Extending the 4145A's Output 
Range for Power Transistor Measurements 

Each of the 41 4SA's stimulus/measurement units (SMUs) is 
capable of supplying up to 100 mA or � 1 00V, Wltl'1 a maximum 
poweroulput of 2W. This is more than sufficient for stimulating and 
measuring low-power semiconduct or devices. which account for 
perhaps 90% of semiconductor products. To cover the remaining 
10%. which consists mainly of power transistors and diodes, the 
4145A's output capabilities musl be Increased This can be ac
complished simply and econom1caJ(y 

The method requires no controller or mterface The only eqUip. 
ment needed is the 4145A. Its fumished acceSSOfles, and a suit
able power supply that can be controlled by an analog \Ollage 
and has a current-monitoring terminal, such as HP's 6024A AUla
ranging DC Power Supply. Fig. 1 shows the setup 

6024A 

Fig. 1. Test configuration usmg HP 6024A Autorangmg DC 
Power Supply controlled by the 414SA's SMUs, effectively 
boosting Ihe output current and voltage range of Ihe 414SA for 
power transistor measurements. 

Three 01 the 41 45A's SMUs are used. SMU-2, programmed to 
lunctlon as a vallable current source, drives the base 01 the 
transistor being measured SMU-l, programmed to function as a 
variable voltage source, IS connected to the 6024A's remote 
control (analog programming) lermlnal A2 10 prOVide the voltage 
necessary to control lhe 6024A's oulput voltage Output voltage 
!romlhe 6024A is directly proportional to the voltage (Vs) supplied 
by SMU-t and can be calculated as 

(' ) 

Thus, by sweeping the SMU-l voltage from QV to +SV, the 
6024A's output can be swept from av to SOV SMU-3, pro
Qrammed to function as a voltage monitor, is connected to the 
6024A's current-monitor terminal A4. The 6024A's output current 
IS directly proportional to the voltage (V,) measured at thiS terminal 
by SMU-3 and can be calculated as 

(2) 

The 6024A's outputs are connecied to the colleclor and eml\ler of 
the trans,stor as shown In Fig t 

By using the twO Internal user luncl,ons 01 the 4 I 45A to calcu
late the output voltage and current by equallons (1)  and (2). the 
actual values applied to the trans,stor tested can be displayed 
directly. The results 01 an actual measurementuslng thiS setup are 
shown In FIg 2 MaXimum current through the IranSlstoris approx
Imately lA and power IS close to lW H'gher current and power 
can be obtaIned by IncreaSing the base drive current le and,orlhe 
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control voltage Vs Fig. 3 shows the results of a high-power--Over 
4OW--measurement 
There are several POints concerning salety and accuracy that 
must be kept In mind when uSing this method 
1 Depending on the forward transfer gam hFE of the transistor 

under test, current levels uPtO tOA ale poSSible With thiS setup 
Be sure to close the lid 01 the t6058A Test Fixture before 
startlnQ the measurement and do not touch the connection 
plate 

2 Because 01 the high current flow, there will be af] unavOidable 
voltage drop across the residual resistance of the test leads 
and cables. thiS voltage drop represents a measurement er
ror The actual collector-emitter voltage VCE is calculated as 

where VOUT is the 6024A's output voltage, lOUT IS the output 
current, and R IS the total residuat resistance of the leads, 
cables, and test fixture. By USing the 41 45A's remaining SMU 
and one of ItS voltage mon:tors lor voltage sens.ng at the 
collector and emlner. thiS error can be reduced to almost zero 

[hpl ****** GRAPHICS PLOT ****** 
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Fig. 2. Typical graphics display of results obtamed with test 
setup shown In Fig ,_ Low-voltage V CE characteflsllcs al 
coIleclor currents up 10 10A are easily shown. 
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Fig. 3. Result of a high-power measurement uSing the setup 
In Fig. 1. The control voltage Vs IS swepl from DV 10 3,5V In 
O.D7V steps and le Is swept from 1 mA t0 9mAm 2-mAsleps 

To do this. however, the test setup and the user function 
ca1culatmg VCE must be changed slightly (Fig 4) SMU-4 IS 
connected to the collector of the transistor and set up In the I 

mode as a constant current source at Q,OA with a compli· 
ance of tOO OOV This allows It to behave as a vollage mom· 
tor. One of the 4145A's two voltage monitors is connected 

field pointer ( .. ) and system messages displayed on theCRT 
guide the operator through the programming procedure. If 
only minor modifications are desired, the field pointer can 
be moved directly to the target field by pressing the I'Ippro· 
priate cursor control keys. 

The interactive fil1·in·the-blank programming is further 
enhanced by the softkey concept. U the 4145A's operating 
system were controlled by e conventional keyboard. more 
than 200 keys would be needed. orthe operator would have 
to input commands with alphabetic and numeric keys. The 
advantages of using softkeys are that an operator can 
quickJy select the desired command from soft key prompts, 
and all possible commands and functions can be displayed. 
Thus. the operator doesn 'I have to memorize the commands 
or refer to a command summary or the manual. 

Display Modes and Analysis Functions 
Measurement results can be displayed in one of five 

different formets. 
• Schmoo Plot (Fig. 81'1). A three-dimensional (XYZ) dis

play in which five level·dependent, weighted symbols 
indicate the relative values of measurement results on the 
Z-axis. The symbol at any selected X· Y measurement 
point can be highlighted by the cursor function to pro
vide direct numeric readou! of the Z-axis value. 

• Matrix Display (Fig. ab). A numerical presentation of a 
single characteristic affected by two varying parameters. 
For example. hFE can be displayed as a function of base 

..... 
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V I, O. 
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.� <>� -0--

• 
V 

Fig. 4. ReVised Fig I setup 10 correct for vOltage· drop error 
Introduced by high current flOWing through the leSI leads and 
conneClors By measuring me voltage across /he tranSistor 
dlfecl/y, uSing SMU-A and VM·I. lhls error can be ebmmared 

10 the emitter of the transistor and the user function for VCE 
IS changed from Vce-12XVs \0 VCE",VMI-VM2 

3 Wa,! until the transistor has suf!ic�ently cooled before maKing 
additional measurements Heat generated by hlgh current 
flow drastically affects the trans;stor's parameters. espe' 
clal!y hFE and ICBO Thus, if the measurement IS repeated be· 
fore the transistor has cooled. measurement results will differ 
significantly, 

4 Sel !he 4145A 10 MEO or LONG Inleg/anon lime 10 reduce the 
effects of ac line frequency nOise on the measurement, 

-Mlchltaka Obara 

current la and collector·to-emitter voltage Vcr. The dis· 
play can have up to 512 rows of data. corresponding to 
steps for variable VARI, and up to six columns per row, 
corresponding to steps for the second variable VAR2. 

Matrix elements can be measured values or the results of 
user·function calculations. 

• List Display (Fig. Bc). A complete numeric listing of up to 
six parameters and user· function results dependent on 
variable VARt. 

• Time Domain. The time dependency of semiconductor 
parameters can be observed and analyzed. This is done 
by not assigning VARl to any of the source channels 
(SMUs and voltage sources) on the CHANNELDEF1NITION 
page. Measurements over a period as long as 85 minutes 
can be made with measurement intervals specified rrom 
10 ms to 10 s.  Results can bedisplayed in graphic. matrix. 
or list formats. 

• Graphic Display (Fig. 8d). The source variable. mea· 
surement variables (maximum of six) and user functions 
(maximum of two) can be independently assigned to 
three axes-X. Y1, and Y2. Therefore, two characteristics 
can be d isplayed simultaneously (double-Y-axis format). 
Various display scaling configurations can be specified 
independently of the sweep mode of the source variable 
(e.g .. linear X-linear Yl·!inear Y2, or linear· log-linear , or 
10g·log·log) . 
The versatility of the graphicS display mode is enhanced 

by its various analysis functions. The marker function pro· 
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Fig. 7. Typical measurement setup procedure for the 4145A 
(a) CHANNEL DEFINITION page. The names and source modes 
for Ihe SMUs are seleeled and the names of Ihe vollage 
sources and momlors are specified. If required, the user func· 
lions are defined, (b) SOURCE SET UP page. The range of 
values and sweep modes are speCified for each source. Delay 
and hold limes can be specified by pressmg the proper 
sof/keys. (c) MEAS '" DISP MODE SET UP page. The deSired 
measurement and display modes are sel ected and the ap
propriate display vaf/ables are deSignated (d) TYPical 
graphics display (or measurement setup example given m 
sleps (a), (b), and (c). 
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vides readout of not only measurement point values, but 
also intermediate point values by linear interpolation. The 
X, Y1, and Y2 coordinate values of any point on the graph 
can be read by the cursor function. The line function en
ables direct read out of slope (GRADJ plus X and Y inter
cepts. 

Comparison functions are provided by the STORE and 
RECALL softkeys. They pro\'ide overlay displays or 
double·axis formats. The autoscale function optimizes 
grap hic display scaling after measurement. 

The zoom function horizontally or vertically expands 
(X2) or contracts (XO.5) the displayed graph. The zoom 
window can be moved to any location centered on the 
cursor. The background area of the vector memory can be 
used to display user-oriented graphics via the HP-lB. This 
function enhances user applications. 

User Functions and Keyboard Arithmetic 
The 4145A has two programmable user functions which 

provide real-time calcu lation of current-voltage dependent 
parameters, such as hl'E' gm' and maximum-power hyper
bola. All of the 4145A 's arithmetic functions (+, -. " f, V, 
EXP, Lex:;. LN, " , ABS, EEX, and �). variables (source and 
monitor names only), and physical constants (electron 
charge, Boltzmann's constant. and vacuum diel�ctric con· 
stant) can be used in the equation defining a user function. 
User functions are executed during measurements. and the 
calculation results can be displayed in the same manner as 
the measurement results. Keyboard calculations can be 
made at any time simply by keying in the expression and 
pressing EXECUTE. All of the arithmetic functions available 
for user-function definitions can be used. Also. keyboard 
calculations can be perfonned in conjunction with the dis· 
play marker. For example, if the expression 'JIB is executed 
when the marker (indicated by the symbols . and "') is 
positioned at VE=-O.9V as shown in Fig. 7d. the value 
of the expression at this poi.nt will be displayed on the 
bottom line of the CRT (not shown in Fig. 7d). 

Systems Use 
The 4145A is equipped with the HP-IB, and almost all 

measurement functions are remotely programmable. There
fore, the 4145A is a powerful component for a semiconduc
tor measurement system. For more sophisticated users. the 
4145A has a special user mode. In this mode, an operator 
can control the SMUs, voltage sources and voltage monitors 
directly and use the CRT as an independent graphics plot
ter. The operator can use the powerful IIP·CL commands 
and graphics utilities of HP's desktop computers to build a 
user· oriented dc parameter measurement system easil y. 
The 4145A's PLOT function dUmps all infonnation dis
played on the eRT directly onto a digital printer/plotter via 
the HP·m. providing publication·quality hard copies. The 
plot area is front·panel programmable and no HP·IB con
troller is necessary. The PRINT function operates similarly, 
but only data stored in the measurement data buffer is 
printed. The external CRT output allows the operator to 
view test results 011 a large-screen monitor. 

Small-scale systemization of the 4145A is possible by 
using an analog data link. For example. if you connect a 
capacitance meter equipped with an analog output to the 
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Fig. 8. Examples 01 cIIsplay formats availaOle on the 4/45A cllgllal CRT display. (8) Schmoo plot 
of hF£ versus la ana V CE- (b) Matrix display of dala used In (a). (c) ust cIIsplay of If. Va. and Ic 

versus VCE al ia '" 10.00 p.A (d) Graphics plOl of hfE versus time (temperature tranSient) 

4145A. you can plot the C-V curve of a device on the 
4145A's CRT. [n such a measurement. one SMU stimulates 
the device under test, which is connected to the capacitance 
meter. The analog output of the capacitance meter is con
nected to another SMU or a voltage monitor which mea
sures the analog voltage. The .J14SA·s user functions can 
then calculate and display the capacitance values. By using 
the apl)ropriate transducer, you can also handle other phys
ical parameters such as temperature and pressure. 

Pig. 9 is an example of a l-MHz CV measurement and a 
quasistatic CV measurement made by a system consisting 
or the -l14SA. HP 41408 pA MeterlDC Voltage Source and 
liP -12718 1 Mllz Digital LCR Meter. 

Autosequence Programs 
The 414sA can be programmed to perfonn sequential 

measurements and output the results. The autosequence 
setup shown in rig. 10 is an automated procedure for 
measuring lite [c. 'a-VUE, hFf::--,C' 'eVcE and VCE(SAT) 
characteristics of a bipolar transistor. The autosequence 
program initiates a measurement sequence. activates the 
plotterlprinter for hard-copy results and then slores the 

Fig. 9. Sample display of C-V data obtained With the 4145A 
and an external capaCitance mecer and plCQ8mmeler/dc voir· 
age source. The upper curve IS the quasistalic capacitance 
dale and the lower curve IS the high-frequency (1 MHz) 
capaCitance data 
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Fig. 10. A typical autosequence program fOf the 4145A, This 
feature allows a USBr to develop measurement setups, save 
them by name on rhein/ernal diSC unit, and /hen la/er cal/them 
back in any order automatically, including ploning and savmg 
any results. 

measurement data on the flexible disc. 

Test Fixture 
The 16058A Test Fixture (Fig. 11) is furnished with the 

4145A. The 16058A holds the device 10 be tested and pro
vides all necessary connections to the test inpuUoutput 
terminals of the 4145A. For stable and accurate measure
ments at extremely low current levels, the 16058A is fur
nished with an electrostatic light-shielding cover. This 
cover Is also a safety feature to protect users from hazardous 
voltages. When the cover is open, output voltages are lim
ited to 42 volts automatically. To facilitate testing various 
types of devices, eight interchangeable socket boards and 
t.lm!e types of special plug leads are furnished . 

.. tl tl t, 
r. :-: r. r.  
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Programmable Stimulus/Measu rement 

Units Simplify Device Test Setups 
by Susumu Takagl, Hlroshi Sakayorl, and Teruo Takeda 

E

VALUATION OF SEMlCOl\'l)UCTOR DEVICES and 
materials requires an assortment of dc current and 
voltage sources and monitors. To connect these to 

the device or material to be tested usually requires an array 
of cables and a matrix of switches. As such. setting up the 
eqUipment for a particular measurement is often compli
cated and time-consuming. In addition. Ihe nest of cables 
and the switch contacts can contribute significant resis
tance. capacitance, inductance, and electrical noise corn· 
ponents that adversely affect measurement accuracy and 
speed. To minimize these problems and simplify test 
setups, a new approach was chosen for the HP 4145A 
Semiconductor Parameter Analyzer-tha use of program
mable stimulusJmeasurement units (SMUs). 

Stimulus/Measurement Unit 
Each of the four stimuluslmeasurement units in the 

4145A is an independently adjustable. analog-voltage
controlled dc port that can be programmed from the 
4145A's front panel or via the HP-IS- to function either as 11 
voltage source and current monitor (V mode), as a current 
source and \'oltage monitor (I mode). or 8S a ground refer
ence (COM mode). Also, each SMU can be programmed to 
increment or sweep its output. 

The main advantage of programmable SMUs is that a 
device can be completely characterized using only one 
setup. For example, 11 transistor can be characterized in 
common-base. common-collector. and common-emitter 
configurations without having to change the physical con
nections between It and the 4145A. 

Design ConsideratIons 
In designing the 4145A's SMUs, two approaches were 

considered: a basic voltage source capable of limiting out
put current and a basic current source capable of limiting 
output voltage. The dc characteristics shown in Fig. la are 
those of a basic current-Iimitiog voltage source. This volt
age source operates in the current-limit mode when the 
voltage setting results in an output current that exceeds the 
preset limits. In this mode. the voltage source now behaves 
like a current source. In Fig. la, two different loads are 
shown: RLl and RL2. RLl is relatively high, forcing the 
source into a constant-voltage. mode, and RL2 is relatively 
low. forcing the source into a current-limited mode. 

The dc characteristics shown in Fig. lb are those of a 
basic current source capable of voltage I tmiling. There is no 
difference between the two types of sources in normal oper
ation. In the limited operation regIon, however, there is a 
great difference. The voltage source just needs to increase 
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Fig. 1. (a) Durpur characrensllC of a currenHlmlfed vo/(age 
source. (b) Output characrenstic of a vollage·llmlfed currem 
source ThiS source is Impractical for real designs because of 
the inability 10 supply very large currents al the voltage limit 

the output voltage until the current limit is reached. How
ever. the current source must be able to clamp the output 
voltage with an i nfin ite current source or sink capabil ity. In 
real applications. such abnormal conditions can occur 
when the current source is incorrectly programmed or 
when the connections between its outputs and the pins of 
the device under test (OUT) are incorrect. This capability 
for infinite current is not feasible in practical designs. and il 
can easily damage the load or device under test. 

There were Iwo other considerations in designing the 
SMUs. One was to obtain stable operation of each SMU 

independent of the other SMUs and the OUT's characteris
tics. The other was to prevent excess ive SMU output volt
age that could result in damage to a sensitive OUT. One of 
the keys to stable SMU operation is the novel guard filter 
scheme. This will be discussed later. 

Most circu it designers have observed a part ial or total loss 
of hFE for transistors operating i n  the lnw-col lector-current 
region. This is often caused by voltage transients. ror 
example. a transient spike exceeding 25 mV can totally 
change the characteristics of some sensitive semiconductor 
devices. Someofthe methods used in the4H5A to suppress 
undesirable excessi\'e output voltages are implemented in 
the SMU hardware. But much of Ule suppression is in the 
firm ware in the RaMs of the SMU controller. This spike 
suppression is effective even at instrument power on/off. 

Construction 
A Simplified block diagram of an SMU is shown in Fig. 2. 

Only one of the three error amplifiers controls the power 
amplifier during normal operation. The other two efror 
amplifiers operate in their standby mode and take contra! 
when the output compliance is reached. The SMU output 
voltage V n is buffered by the voltage follower and fed back 
to the voltage error amplifier. It is measured by the voltage 
monitor amplifier which normalizes it to the analog-to
digital converter (ADC) input level. The SM U's output cur
rent develops 11 proportional voltage across the selected 
range resistor which is measured by the current monitor 
amplifier aft er the unwanted common-mode voltage error is 
rejected. The output of the current monitor amp lifier is also 
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nonnalized to the ADC input level and red back to the 1 -
error amplifier and the 1 - error amplifier. Fi\'e range resis
tors and the selectable gain factor r x 1 or x 10) of the current 
float amplifier pro\'ide the wide outpul current range (1 pA 
to 100 mAJ of the S!l.fU with excellent accuracy. 

Theconnection of the S\tl1 output to the OUT is made by 
8 triaxial cable whose inner shield is connected to the \'oh
age-follower output so that it surrounds the center conduc
tor with an equipotential field. The outer shield is con
nected to the low-impedance circuit common. This config
uration effedh'ely prevents the S\IU output's picking up 
undesired noise. This is particularly important in lo\\,
current measurements. where the noise level can exceed the 
signal level by several decades. 

Guard Filter 
The guard filter is a novel approach implemented in the 

4H5A SMUs. It contributes greatly to stable. oscillation
free SMU operation. especially in the \,ery·low-cummt 
ranges. Fig. 3 shows a simplified schematic of the output 
circuit of the SMUs and the equivalent circuit. 

The guard capacitance Cs consists mainly of the capaci
tive coupling between the center conductor and inner 
shield (guard) of the triaxial cable. YI' and Yx' in Fig. 3b 
represent the additional admittances of Cg that appear 
in parallel with the range resistor Rr and the load R;t. re
spectively. In equation form: 

Y x'�jwCg[ 1-F(wJ] 

Y,'=jwCg [F(wll{l +Avl] 

(1) 

(2) 

where F(w) is the transfer function of the guard filter and Av 
is the open-loop gain of the voltage follower. whose power 
supply is referenced to the power amplifier output. 

When the guard is conneclod directly to the voltage fol
tower output. F(w) equals 1 .  and equations (1) and (2) 
become 

Yx'=O (3) 

Y,'=jwCg1(l +Av) ... jwCII/[ 1 +{27T1'r/iwl] (4) 

where fT is the gain-bandwidth product of the internally 
compensated voltage follower. At frequencins much less 

R, 

R. 

,., ,b, 

Fig. 3. (a) Slmpldled schematic of guard IIIlet (b) EqUivalent 

Cif CUlt for (a) 

R, 
�----------� 
.-jf �. 
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,b, 
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lDV ("" GUxlO nA) 
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h'L --------�U�' --

Fig. 4. (a) SchemaIJc 01 soft-switchIng CIrcUIt for current rang
tng With neglIgible effect on the OIJtplJl voltage. (b) Voltage 
relationships fOI Cif CUlt shown In (a) dUllng 8 range change 

(5) 

The tollll rIIllgo IIdmittllnce Y=(l/Rr)-Yr' becomes negative 
for frequencies above 500 Hz, given a range resistance of 
1 Cf!. guard capacitance of 500 pF' and fT of 1 MHz. for 
instance. This means thllt the feedback component of the 
output current is not negative but positive above 500 IIz. 
This indicates that stable SMU operation totally free from 
oscillation is /lot possible without changing parametcrs 
that would sacrifice SMU performance (speed. resolution. 
et cetora). 

The simple low· pass guard filter provides lhe solution 
without degrading SMU performance. At frequenciesabove 
the cutoff frequency fL of the low-pass filter. Y r' and Y�' are 
approximated as follows. on the condition that fr.« fT: 

Y '  , 
( 1 )/( �) 

-=- jwC 1 +  g 1 +jwl2mL jw 

'" jWCg . ... iwCII 
( ion"" ) 

1 +jwI27T1'L. 

(6) 

(7) 
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Thus, with the guard filter, the additional admittance be
comes a capacitance of C,{fL/fTl without a negative resis
tance and only the feedback of the output current compo
nent lags at high frequencies, Moreover, the additional 
capacitance Ca, which appears in parallel with the load, 
contributes to stability in the current-control mode, 

The low-pass characteristics of the guard filter also func
tion to surround the center conductor of the triaxial cable 
with an equipotential surface. 

Current Ranging 
Current ranging in each SMU is performed automatlcaJly 

so that optimum accuracy is assured. This requires a spike
less current-range change scheme to prevent sudden 
changes of output voltage during B range change that can 
adversely affect a sensitive OUT. 

v R, 
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A novel soft-switch scheme, shown in Fig. 4, is used in 
the 4145A to control current ranging. By turning Q1 on or 
off, a range resistance of 10 MO or 1 GO can be selected. To 
maintain the SMU output current at 10 nA when switching 
range resistance from 1 CO to 10 MO, the voltage across the 
range resIstor {Vo-VFl must change between +10V Bnd 
�0.1 V as shown in Fig. 4. The maximum change rate of VF 
versus time is determined by the response of the voltage 
control loop. The range resistance value cannot change 
faster than the response of the voltage control loop without 
causing a transient change in Vo' This is prevented by 
applying to the gate of 01 a ramp voltage VG whose slew 
rate is slow enough to allow VF to change in step with the 
change in range resistance. 

During this change, the output voltage Vo is kept nearly 
constant by the voltage error amplifier. However, a small 
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amount of output \'oltage disturbance is required to supply 
the feedback loop current to change "F as calculated by 

.1\� = - _F (CrRt") = _ ---.! _ 
dl' (dl' ) 1 

dt dt 2my 
(8} 

where f ... is the total gain-bandwidth product of the voltage 
control s�'stem, In the 4145A the gain-bandwidth prod
uct of the SMUs i s  200 kHz and the ramp rate of the soft 
switches is 5\' ms. Thus . .1\� is only 4.0 mV 

The ramp signal is referenced to \'G or Vo. whichever is 
more positive. so that a single n·channel FIT can handle the 
slew-rete-limited current ranging for both directions of 
output current. 

The current range, which is selectable simply by chang
ing the gain of the current float amplifier (Fig. 2) from X l  to 
xlO. requires no special circuitry. During current ranging, 
a control signal called I Loop Cut is fed back to the 
I + and 1- error amplifiers to inhibit their override capability 
and ensure SMU control by the voltage error amplifier. 
'When I Loop Cut is enabled, the other changes inherent to 
the currsnt ranging, such as the analog input which must be 
changed to correspond with the new range factor, are done 
in a predetermined manner by the SMU controller. [f the 
SMU is operating in a current-control mode before the 
change. the input reference voltage Vlo is modified step by 
step until the SMU reaches its voltage-control mode. At the 
instant of detecting the SMU control mode change, the I 
Loop Cut signal is asserted and Vln is held constant so that 
the current ranging is done at the same (actually a little less 
in magnitude) output current. 

Control-Mode Change 

Each SMU has three control amplifiers. They are the 
voltage error, 1+ error and 1- error amplifiers and the con· 
trol modes they monitor are called the V control mode, 1+ 
control mode and 1- control mode, respectively. One of 
them is selected in accordance with the input reference 
voltage and feedback signal levels. In each of the SMU 
control modes the error amplifiers not used are completely 
out of the conlrol loop and do not affect operation. How
ever, they are in a standby condition. ready to take over 
SMU control at the instant that the feedback level to any 
standby error amplifier is about to exceed its input reference. 

Fig. 5 shows a simplified schema tic of the \'oltage, 1+, and 
I - error amplifiers and their output characteristics. The con
struction of the I ... and 1- error amplifiers is almost identical to 
that of the voltage error amplifier except that the values of the 
current sources are appropriate to overridable and one-sided 
control, and their outputs are connected to that of the voltage 
error amplifier. All three are connected to the input of the 
power amplifier, which develops the specified output voltage 
or current to the load through the range resistor. 

when v1 (output of Ul) is near zero, the voltage error 
amplifier controls the total loop so that the output volt
age is proportional to "in and the SMU works in its volt
age-control mode. V1 varys from near-zero 10 maintain the 
desired output voltage until it reaches a level equal to two 
diode forward-voltage drops. At this time a current i. 
nows in the internal feedback loop of the voltage error 

amplifier ana it can no longer control the SMU oUlput 
volla8e. Then control by the 1- or 1- error amplifiers is 
established and the s�ru's output current is proportional 
to the \'Oltage \'Im to the 1- and 1- error amplifiers . 

The voltage error amplifier Ul is not saturated at this 
time. but is operating with a local feedback current il 
to pre\'ent saturation of the voltage control loop and vt is 
set near its control level by twice the diode forward-"olt
age drop. 

From another point of \;ew, as long as the saturation
prevention current is maintained, the voltage error 
amplifier is kept ready to control and maintain the S�1U 
output voltage. All error amplifiers work to maintain the 
present output condition, Thus the smooth transfer of 
control modes during changes in settings and outputs of 
the SMU Is assured, preventing overshoot or spikes at the 
output. 

Automatic Calibration 
The monitor functions of the SMU can be used for self

calibration. Output errors can be compensated by measur
ing the raw errors with the calibrated monitors. All offset 
errors of the SMU sourceimonitor are updated every five 
minutes by the normal measurement sequence. Extensive 
use of high-stability precision resistors and resistor net
works in the SMU design eliminates the need for gain 
adjustments. Because only the single high-performance 
OAC and the single high-performance ADC are used to 
communicate between all of the SMUs and the SMU con
troller, no individual adjustments are required for each 
SMU. 

Stabllfty 
The dc characterization of semiconductors is sometimes 

affected by oscillation. There are two modes of oscillation, 
one caused by the SMU, and the other caused by the OUT 
and the connection leads. The oscillation caused by the 
SMU occurs when an inductive load is connected to the 
SMU output. The oscillation frequency is low, less than 300 
kHz. The SMU often has an inductive load because the 
output Impedance of the SMU is inductive in V·mode oper
ation and usually several SMUs are connected to each other 
through the OUT. 

There are two sources of SMU oscillation, one related 

Butl.r Amp!!II., 

-11-
L 

(., (b, 

Fig. 6. (a) SMU output CirCUli (b) Equiva/enr CirCUli for (a) 
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solely to the output stage of the SMU and the other related to 
overall SMU construction when operating in the I mode 
(current forcing and voltage sensing). Fig. 6a shows a 
simplified drawing of the SMU output circuit. Here. C; is 
thecapadtance between the centerconductorand the inner 
shield of the triaxial output cable. Redrawing Fig. 6a. we 
obtain Fig. 6b. lfthe Q of the C;-L circuit exceeds unity. this 
circuit will oscillate at a frequency of 1/2l"Tvc;L. Fig. 7a 
shows the equivalent circuit of an SMU operating in the I 
mode. The output impedance of this circuit (ZOUI) is. 

R(l-wOCR} 
Z "" + out 1 +(WCR)2 

R(w2CR+wo) 
if" [ 1 +(wCRp] (9) 

where Wo is the resonant frequency oflhe system consisting 
of two amplifiers. Thus. if woCR>l. the equh'alent series 
resistance of Zout is negative. If an inductive load is con
nected that cancels the equivalent series capacitance 
of Zout. this system will oscillate. 

What is the chance of being connected to an inductive 
load? When the SMU is operating in the V moda (voltage 
sourcing and current sensing). the output impedance of the 
S�IU is inductive (Fig. 7b). When an inductance L is con
nected to the emitter of a transistor. its effect is multiplied 
because the base input impedance of the transistor is L 
times hre' Fig. 8 depicts another example. The SMUs con· 
nected to the MOSFET's gate and drain are operating in the 
V mode. so these SMUs appear to be inductive. making this 
configuration equivalent to a i-Iarlley oscillator. 

To prevent oscillation. the SMU uses a network consist
ing of Cc and Rc as shown in Fig. 6a to compensate for the 
oulput inducti\'e reactance. However. the \'alue of Cl; can
not be made large enough to make Zom capacitive because 
of the need of a short settling time. Therefore, IheSMU may 

Fig. 8. A lest conflguratJOn thal could cause SMU oscillatHJ(). 
It IS eqwvalem 10 a Hartley osclllafor because SMUs operabng 
III tlw V mode can act as IllriuctlVe componems 

oscillate if an unusually large inductance is connected. 
This can occur when the OUT is a high-hfe (>3000) transis
tor and the SMU connected to its emitter is set 10 a low
current range. If oscillation does occur. it is detected by the 
oscillation detector in the 4145A and an error message is 
displayed on the 4145A's CRT. 

The second source of oscillation does not depend on the 
structure of the SMU. but on the combination of the OUT 
and stray parameters around the OUT. such as load induc
tance and parasitic capacitance. The frequency oflhis type 
of oscillation is rather high. well into the 3-to-30-Mllz re
gion. This type of oscillation usually cannot be detected by 
the 4145A's oscillation detection circuit. To prevent oscil
lation. we can use ferrite beads on the test leads. If an 
unusual display appears. we recommend the use of addi· 
tional ferrite beads on the DUT leads. 
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HQMOS: A High- Performance N MOS 

Technology 
Innovative processing methods are used to fabncate a 

scaled-down version of a standard n-channel MOS process, 

resulting in lower power consumption and higher speed. 

by Horng-Sen Fu, Roger To-Hoi Szeto, Anders T. Oejenfelt, and 
Devereaux C. Chen 

S 
E�IICONDucrORDEVICETECHNOLOGY is one of 
the most rapidly changing technologies in modern 
society_ Among major semiconductor device tech

nologies, such as bipolar. MOS (metal-oxide-semiconduc
tor). and UI-V ar lI-VI compounds. MOS has probably ad
vanced the fastest in recent years. especially during the past 
decade. Silicon processing technology, on which most 
bipolar and 1\105 devices ilfC based. has emerged as a major 
manufacturing technology mainly because of the ability to 
grow high-quality silicon dioxide. This greatly reduces de
vice fabrication difficulty. Although Ill-V and J.l-Vl com
pound technologies have made major progress in recent 
years. they still cannot compete with silicon technology 
because of material preparation and device fabrication 
problems. 

Bipolar devices have been traditionally recognized as 

superior to MOS devices in speed because of fundamental 
differences in device structure and operating prinCiples. 
This tradition has changed recently because of advances in 

BorQn Impltnl Phcltor .. ltt 

MOS processing that now allow MOS to achieve a faSler 
access speed than its bipolar counterpart. 

Back in 1969, the standard MOS fabrication technology 
was an aluminum-gate p-channel process that exhibited 
low device density and slow speed compared to today's 
MOS circuits. A major breakthrough was the realization of 
self-aligned sil icon-gate processing. This greatly reduced 
the parasitic overlap capacitance between an MOS device's 
gate eloctrodeand its source a od drai n, thus achieving more 
speed and improving circuit performance. 

Because electron mobility in silicon is higher than hole 
mobility, n-channel MOS devices are faster than p-channel 
MOS devices using today's shorter device channel lengths. 
The use ofn-channel technology and the introduction of the 
depletion-mode device as an active load were two other 
steps toward high-speed MOS devices. Perhaps the most 
recent advance in MOS circuit performance has been the 
development of device scaling theory. 1 RedUcing the size of 
an MOS device gains the advantages of shorter propagation 

1 1 1 1 1 
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Fig. 1 _  HOMOS process se
quence (a) Boron field Implant 
threshold-volrage adjustmen!. (b) 
After field olfldatlon (c) After gale 
o.ida/!on. (d) ArseniC deple/ion 
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etch. (f) Alter polys/llcon gate def
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before fmal passivallon slep. 
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delay and lower power dissipation without losing the basic 
operating characteristics of its original size. If the feature 
size (linewidth) is shrunk by a factor le: (k>l), then the 
propagation delay is divided by k, power dissipation by kl, 
and delay·power product by kl. Thus it is possible to 
achieve high·speed, low· voltage MOS operation that com
petes directly with bipolar devices. 

HQMOS Process 
The HQMOS process is a scaled-down version of a stan

dard n-channel MOS process. Because the feature sizes are 
smaller, new patteming and etching techniques are re
quired. For example, polysll icon gates, contacts. and 
aluminum lines are formed by state-of·the-art dry-etching 
processes. A 10:1 optical projection wafer stepper and mask 
aligner and a positive photoresist process are also needed 
for all photomasking levels to define the narrow lines and 
spaclngs. Several lnnovaUve processing techniques, such 
as a new buried contact scheme for thin gate insulators,l a 
three-step contact etching process. and a low-temperature 
steam process to flow phosphorus-doped oxide were de
veloped and implemented. Fig. 1 shows the major process
Ing and masking steps of the HQMOS process. with the 
exception of the seventh and final masking step that defines 
the windows through the top passivation layer to the metal 
bonding pads. 

Because junction and line capacitances are major factors 
contributing to circuit delay. it is important that parasitic 
capacitances be kept toa minimum. A lightly-doped silicon 
substrate helps reduce junction capacitance. HOMOS sub
strate material is p-type, has a <100> surface orientation, 
and has a resistivity of 17 to 35 ohm·cm. This corresponds 
to a boron doping level of4 to 8 x l01·/cmJ. A boron implant 
Is required to adjust the threshold voltage of the MOS tran
sistors and to prevent source-to-drain punch through. This 
implant is done before the polysilicon deposition and is 
subject to all subsequent heat treatments. A thin layer of 
stress-relief oxide, approximately 45 nm thick. is grown 
first on the fresh surface of the starting wafer. A lS0-nm
thick film of high-qual ity silicon nitride is deposited on top 
of the stresHelief oxide. A 1.1-"un-thick layer of positive 
photoresist is applied and patterned by photolithographic 
means to define the active device regions. CF./Oz plasma is 
used to etch the nonmasked silicon-nitride areas. A boron 
implant dose of 2 x 10llicml at 70 keY is used to adjust the 
threshold voltage of the field regions. A cross section of the 
device structure at this point Is shown in Fig. la. The next 
step grows about 525 nm of field oxide in a 900"'C steam 
ambient using silicon nitride to mask the active regions 
(Fig. lb). The nitride layer is then removed by a hot phos
phoric acid etch. An enhancement-threshold-voltage
adjustment boron implant is done at this stage with a dose 
of 7 x 1 011 cm� at 50 keY. The stress· relief oxide is etched off 
and a fresh layer of oxide about �o nm thick is regrown on 
the surface of the active regions as shown in Fig. lc. Now 
depletion-threshold-adjustment masking and an arsenic 
implant can be done selectively on those regions where 
depletion transistors will be built as shown on the left side 
of Fig. ld. This step can be repeated for different arsenic 
Implant enargies and doses on different regions depending 
on the needs of the circuits. The next step. which is op-
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tional, opens buried contacts for the depletion.mode tran· 
sistors. A new buried contact process was developed and 
used here to avoid the gale oxide degradation problem 
encountered In a conventional buried contact process. A 
more detailed description oflhis new process will be given 
later. Fig. 1 e shows the device cross section after the contact 
oxide is etched. A 400·nm·thick layer of polysilicon is de· 
posited on the surface using a low-pressure chemical
vapor-deposltion (LPCVD) process . and is doped with 
phosphorus using a standard POCb predeposition cycle. 
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Polysilicon gates f2 ,wn wide) and interconnects are then 
patterned by another photolithographic process. 

A nonunderculung dr}" etching process is used to etch the 
polysilicon layer Fig. 1f shows the cross section after 
poiysilicon etching. After the photoresist is removed. the 
entire structure Is implanted with an arsenic dose of 
; )(lOiJcm; at 90 keY to form the source and drain n- re
gions as shown in Fig. 19. This is followed by an anneal
ing cycle al 900"(; to activate the arsenic and at the same 
time grow a thin layer of oxide on top of the n-regions and 
polysilicon surfaces. About 500 nm of phosphorus-doped 
(7.5%) low-temperature oxide is then deposited on the sur
face. This layer of oxide acts as an insulating layer between 
the polysilicon and metal layers. A 900� steam cycle is 
used to soften the phosphorus-doped oxide so that it will 
flow a litt.le and thus smooth the steps over the polysilicon 
edges. 

The next step !s contact masking and oxide etching. A 
wet-dry-wet etching process was developed to create 
proper oxide slopes at the edge of the contact windows 
while maintaining proper control of the contact areas. Fig. 
lh shows the cross section of the structure after contact 
etching. Wafers are then subjected to a short phosphorus 
predeposition cycle at 900"(;. The purpose of this step is to 
(arm an n"'p junction where contact window openings at 
the edge of active regions overlap the field substrate. This 
avoids any shorts at the overlapped regions and aIlows 
contacts to be placed very close to or even overlap the field 
oxide. Before a l-�m-thick layer of 2% silicon-doped 
aluminum is deposited. a brief deglazing step removes any 
oxide grown in the contact window. Metal lines are defined 
by a photolithographic process and etched in eel. He 
plasma. A CF. Dl plasma is used to etch off the silicon 
residue. The wafers are alloyed in a pure H2 ambient for 30 
minutes to ensure good n+-to-metal contacts and reduce the 
surface states or any damage caused by the sputtering or dry 
etching process. The completed structure is shown in Fig. 
li.  A passivation layer Is not shown, but is included for 
scratch protection. 

Table I summarizes some of the key process parameters. 
Only nominal values are listed here. The amount of side 
encroachment, 2�W, is obtained from electrical measure
ments of transistors with different channel widths \V. The 
value of channel length reduction, 2olL. comes directly 
from the junction depths. Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b show simu
lated impurity profiles for the active region of the en
hancement and depletion transistors, respectively. The 
boron concentration profile, which determines the en
hancement threshold voltage as well as the source-to-drain 
punchthroush voltage, peaks at 2xl01& cml within a depth 
of 0 to 0.2 �m beneath the Si-Si02 interface (shown as 0.00 
in the horizontal scale) and tapers off to the substrate dop
ing level at a depth of 0.5 �m. A similar plot for a depletion 
transistor is shown in Fig. 2b. Here the arsenic profile is 
superimposed onto the boron profile. The arsenic concen
tration profile peaks at a depth of approximately 0.05 �m 
and tapers off at 0.1 �m. The source and drain n -p junction 
profile is shown In Fig, 2c. The junction depth predicted by 
a SUPREMo simulation is only 0.2 �m. However. spreading 
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Table I 
Nomina! HOMOS Process Parameters 

Polysilicon line space width: 
\Ietal line space width: 
Gate oxide thicmtss: 
Diffusion sheet resistivity· 
Polysilicon sheet resistivity 
\fetal I2%Si-AI) sheet resistivity: 
�tetal current density: 
Junction depth (Xi): 
2olW: 
2.1L (2xj): 

2 p.m 1.5 p.m 
3 ,.un. 2 ,I.I.lII 
40 nm 
40 n:J 
35 n� 
0.03 n= 
1 X10! Acml 
0.3 �m 
1.8 J.UIl. 
0.6 ,wn 

resistance measurements show that a small amount of 
arsenic doping extends to a depth of about 0.3 �m. 

Key Process Development Areas 
The standard MOS device in 1976 had an effective chan

nel length of 6 �m with l20-nm-thick gate oxide. This was 
reduced to 3.5 �m and 70 nm of oxide in 1977, and to 2 �m 
and 40 nm in 1978 (Intel's HMOSII™ process). Shorter 
channel lengths and thinner gate oxides are two key factors 
in the improvement of the process technology. Develop
ments making them possible include: 
• Fine-line lithography. The smallest line-ta-line pitch 

used in HQMOS is 3.5 �m. with lines 2 �m wide and 
spaced 1.5 �m apart on the polysilicon gate level. This 
exceeds the capability of typical 1:1 projection mask 
aligners. A direct-step-on-wafer (DSW) system using 
10:1 optical projection was chosen here. The 10x relides 
are generated by a direct electron beam writing process to 
provide better mask geometry control. A positive photo
resist process is required for better resolution and etch 
masking. In the rouUne operation, a level-to-Ie"el regis
tration accuracy of 0.35 p;m Is adequate for the process. 
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Fig. 4. Mrcrophotograph of a typical polysilicon etch result 
before photoresistis removed 

This is the manufacturer's specification and can be im
proved by machine optimization and operator training. 
Experimental results indicate that linewidth control of 
1.9�O.2 ftm can be achieved . 

• Dry etching of polysilicon. A nonundercutting plasma 
etching process was developed to etch 2-ftm-wide 
polysilicon lines. CCl4 vapor is introduced into all 
evacuated planar reactor and mixed with helium gas tu 
maintain a stable etch gas pressure. The typical etch rate 
i s  120 nm/minute on phosphorus-doped polysilicon 
using 500 watts of RF power (It a gas pressure of 250 
millitorr. Under a typical etching condition. no signifi
cant undercut is observed even with 100% O\'eretch. Fig. 
3 shows the etch rates of doped polysilicon. oxide. and 
photoresist. An eldl ratio of better than 10:1 was ob
served between polysilicon and thermal oxide or photo
resist. This differential etch ratio is more than adequate 
for 40 nm of oxide. Fig. 4 shows a typical etch result 
before the photoresist was removed. Another etch pro
cess which uses CZF6 gas in lieu of helium was developed 
by HP's Cupertino Integrated Circuit Operation. Similar 
results were obtained with smaller differential etch 
ratios. Based on electrical test data. an overall linewidth 
reduction of 0.1 �0.2 �m was observed: this includes 
both photolithographic and etching components . 

• Dry etching of contact oxide. There are three factors to be 
considered in contact oxide etching. namely. size con
trol, edge slope. and selectivity. Since n o  single etch 
process has been found that provides an adequate solu
tion to all of these factors. a wet-dry. wet etch ing process 
was developed to overcome the difficulties. The first wet 
etching step is done in a 20:1 NH4F:I-IF buffered etch 
solution. and the dry etching step is done in Cl��&'He 
plasma. Tbe buffered etch solution etches phosphorus
doped oxide at 1 1 0  nm/minute and thermal oxide at 28 
nm/minute. This was the lowest etch ratio found. This 
low etch ratio is important in the final wet etching step 
because the oxide to be etched is thermally grown OD the 
surface of an n- region or polysilicon. The first wet 
etching step dears about one third of the total oxide 
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thickness with some undercutting. The dry etching re
moves all of the remaining oxide except the las t 50 nrn. 
which is removed by wet etching. This last wet etdling 
step overcomes the pOOf selectivity of the dry etch step. 
and also widens the edges of the contact area slightly 10 
achieve the desired oxide slope, A slope of 50 to 60 
degrees is obtained routinely by this method . 

• Dry etching of aluminum. The etch gas is a mixture of 
CCl�IHe similar to that used for polysilicon etching. The 

Stllnd�rd Buried 
Contact Process 

VLSI Burled 
Contact Process 

L-�+(_S;_"'O'_�
-cL ___ --l 

Gate Oxide (a) 

Potyslllcon 1 )., 
"'''''''''''''''''''''''''''-' 1 

" ,  

!"u !I 
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Fig, S. Compaflson 01 the new buried contact process wuh a 
conventional process (a) Gate oxrde formation. (b) First 
polysib'con deposltron. (c) Buried comacl maskmg (d) First 
polysilicon etching (e) Comact Ol(rde etchmg. (f) ReSist S!rip· 
pmg. reSidue ol(lde etching. second po/ysillcon deposition 
(g) Po/ysrlicon gate paltemmg and etchmg 
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Fig.. 6. Cross secllOn of an MOS uaflSlS10f. 

typical etch rate is approximately 150 nm.minule at RF 
power levels from 300 to 800 watts. with better aniso
tropic results at higher power levels. A two-step etching 
method. first at 800 watts and then a1 300 wa1l5, is needed 
to a\'oid any residual aluminum rings around the steps. 
Etching at 800 watts not only provides an anisotropic 
result. but also removes any aluminum oxide on the 
surface. The 300-wall etch usually Slarts when the metal 
layer is etched through and proddcs some isotropic etch
ing to remO\'e residue. With optical end point detection. 
the typical undercut for l-�m-thick aluminum is approx
imately 0.2 �m per edge. 

• Gate oxide. The40-nm-thick gate oxide is grown in 900"C 
steam followed by one hour of gettering in a dry oxygen 
.lIl1bient mixed ,,·jth O.ld"" 1 1 1-tridlloroethanu (Tr.t\). 

Typical thickness variation from run to run is � 10% with 
ootter uniformity from wafer 10 wafer in a single run. 
Uniformity across a wafcr is better than =:5%. This is 
important because the threshold voltage of a device is 
proportional to the oxide thickness. Typical fixed oxide 
surface charge is in the 4-to-6xl0 10lcml range. Break
down voltage of the oxide is approximately 35 volts. 
which corresponds to a dielectric strength of 8.7x10� 
volts cm. Results of bias temperature stress tests. which 
werudone by applying an electric field of -5x 105 voltsl 
cm or 1 xl06 volts/cm at 300"C for five minutes and then 
r.ooling to room temperature with the electric field still 
1IP1)]ied. indicate that the oxide is relatively free from 
mobile ion contamination. The def(''Cl density of the gate 
oxide ranges from 5 to 40icml. lllese numbers were gen
crated from Ihe yield data of 500-,um.by-500-,um square 
polysilicon gate MOS capacitors thal withstand an elec
tric field greater than 5Xl0� volts/cm 

• Buried contact process for lhln gate oxides. Conventional 
methods for fabricating this type of contact face a severe 
gale oxide degradation problem when the oxide is thin· 
ner than 50 nm orso.This is because. during a short oxide 
etchillg step 10 removc about 3 10 5 nm of nativc oxide 
from Ihe cOntact region. tho oxide ill the active gate is also 
etched. This etch reduces the strength of Ihe oxide and 
increases its defect densily. 

The new process uses a thin layer of polysilicon to 
I)rotect the gate oxide during the short etch operation. 
Fig. 5shows the steps oflhe new process compared to the 
r;ollvcntional approach. Only two extra steps arc needed 
for the new process. namely. deposilion of the first 
polysilicon layer and the elching of the layer. No llxlra 
masking is involved. Test rosults havushown Ih,lt abou t 

50 to 70 nm of poly silicon is adequate for the purpose. 
Too thid. a polysilicon layer results in remo\'ing too 
much of the silicon substrate during the etching step to 
pattern the gate electrodes 

• Shallow junction formation. Fig. 6 shows the cross sec
lion of a transistor. The effective channel length Left is 
related to poiysilic:on gale length L and the junction 
depth x; by 

I1I 

assuming the lateral outdiffusion of an n- layer is the 
same as the \·erlical diffusion. In a positive photoresist 
process, L is typically 1.9�0.2 #-tm for a 2'#-till mask 
geometry. With nonundercutting dry etching. this L 
value can be reproduced with no more than 0.1 J'm 

shrinkage. ForxJ :: 0.3 IJ.m. I�\lff should be 1.1 10 1.5 1J.m for 
a 2-JLm mask size. In addition 10 doping the contact 
region with phosphorus after contact etching (to ensure 
at least a 0.3.to-O.-l-�m-thid. n" layer at the contact). the 
a1uminum metallizalion is also doped 2% with silicon to 
avoid problems where the aluminum dissolves some of 
the underlying silicon material and. in some cases. can 
reach a junction and short it out. 

• Low-temperature phosphorus-doped oxide flow. To en
sure proper metal step coverage at any slep. the 
phosphorus-doped oxide layer must be softened at an 
elevated temperature so that it  will flow to provide a 
smoother surface. The higher the temperature. Ihe 
smoother the surface is going 10 be. Ilowever. if the tem
perature is too high. the diffused junctions will be af
fected. A 900"C sleam l>rocess was developed for this 
purpose so that lhe overall heat trealment can be kept toa 
minimum. Fig. 7 shows the surface topography of the 
finished devices with 7.5% phosphorus-doped oxide. 
Excellent metal step coverage is 8ch ieved here. 

Device Characteristics 
When an MOS device is oporating in lheelectron velocity 

saturAtion mode. the maximum source-ta-drain current 

Fig. 7. Microphotograph of fmlshed deVIce surface topogra
phy The phosphorus dopIng lavel lS 75% 
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gate length and are BD mY/decade and 90 mVldocade for the 
enhancement and depletion transislors. respectively. Table 
[;I lis!s a set of SPICE parameters generated by matching the 
device models with experimental results. Because of 
nonuniform boron doping near the surface. the VTO value is 
different from the actual threshold voltage measured at zero 
suhstrale bias voltage. 

A 21 -stage ring oscillator, with puB-up depletion load 
(W/L=3/2J and pull-down enhancement (W/L = 5/2) del' ices, 
was used to estimate lhe gatedelay and power consumption 
of an HQMOS inverter. With VDU = 3 volts and Vsub=-2 
volts. the typical gate delay per stage is approximatcl? 450 
picoseconds. and the delay-power product is approxi
mately 80 ferntojoules. 

The first ICchip designed using the IIQMOS process is a 
digital filter chip. This chip contains approximately 42,500 

Fig. 8. I·V characteristic 01 an HOMOS deVice (WL 52). 1.0 

(Evalualed by the 4145A Semiconductor Parameter AnalY7er 
descllbed In thiS Issue.) 

(2) 

where vsal is the saturation velocity of electrons. W' is the 
effective channel width. c" is the gate oxide capacitance. 
Ves is the voltage between source and gate. VT is the 
Ulftlshold voltage of the tr<lnsistor. and K is a figure of merit 
for the given device design. Thl: exact value of K is deter
mined by the vertical impurity profile and the normalized 
capacitance. The value for K ranges from 0.0 to 1.0. 

Equation (2) indicates that the source-to-drain current is 
linearly proportional to the gate voltage. which is different 
from that for a long-channel device. In the latter case. the 
current is proportional to the square of gate voltage. The 
typical J-V characteristic of an HQMOS device is shown in 
Fig. 8. For L = 2 p.m. the device is operating in the velocity 
saturation mode. The K value forthe device can be obtained 
from equation (2) by taking the difference between two 
currents and dividing by the corresponding difference in 
two voltagtls. Typically. vsal=9 Xl06 cm/s, and K is approx
imately 0.5. 

The threshold voltage of a de\'ice is very sensitive to 
channel length variations. especially when the length is 
less than 5 p.m (Fig. 9a). The threshold voltage is also 
sensitive to the channol width \V when W is loss than 5 Mm 
(Fig. gbl. Encroachments into the channel width come from 
the lateral diffusion of implanted boron during field oxida
tion. Substrate bias also greatly affects the threshold volt
age. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 9c. where VT is plotted 
versus tha square root of -V suh'" 2 1  cbr- 1 .rPJ.' is the Fermi ltlvel 
of the substrata and \' ,ub is the substrate bias voltage. There 
are two slopes in the plot. One corresponds to the higher 
doping level near the silicon-to-silicon-dioxide inter
face and the other corresponds to the substrate doping. 
The shoulder region corresponds to the junction be
tween the implanted boron and the substrate. Table 11 
lists some electrical parameters of the HQ�IOS devices. 
Subthreshold slopes are relatively independent of device 
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Table 11 
Nominal HOMOS Electrical Parameters 

" 
\'IUb-
\'T enhancement \\ l 5 � 
\"Oet l 'Wl ,) 2) 
\ o.plz [(,pllOnal \\ I 3 5) 
Subthreshold slupe IL=.: J.Lm). 

Enhancem{'nt: 
Depletion: 

'" 
" 

0 6\ @ \, .. 
1.5\' @ \ sub 

-) 5\' @ \ aub 

80 rn\' decade 
90 rn\' decade 

Table III 
Extracted SPICE Parameters 

Enhancement device (WL�5'2); 

11-0 = 550 cm� V-s 
"TO = O,fi9\' 
Nsub = 1 ,!xIOu/cm1 
Vnorm ::: 22.S\' 
Des•1 = l,OoxI09Vcm� 
Ecril = \.OxlOc5\'cm 
En - 5xI0�\' cm 

tOl< = 36 nm 
Rs = 0 

Rn = 0 

Ld[.ll.) = 0.38 J.Lm 
Wd(.1\\1 = 0.95 J.Lm 

2\ 
,2\ 
-2\' 

transistors and opera\es at a 20·\Uiz dock rate, r\ vel)' fast 
digital-to-anulog COn\'ertN and �-bit shift registers and 
lat(IJ('� ol)(,f.lll'd ilt lHO \1111. 11<1\1' bpl'n dpllllJn�lrdlt'd b\" 
\-,lri()ll� /o\TllUlh \\-ithin Ill' I 11'llrdl(Jril'� 
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MOS Device and Process Design 
Using Computer Simulations 
By using carefully developed computer models, l e  device 
performance can be accurately simulated and the effects of 
process changes predicted, saving time and expense in 
new product design and development. 

by Soo-Young Oh 

M 
ET AL-QXIOE·SEMICONDUCTOR field-effect 
transistors (MOSFETs). first proposed 50 years ago, 
are based on the principle of modulating longl. 

tudinal electrical ccnd uclance by varyi ng a transverse elec
tric field. Since its conception. MO$FET technology has 
improved steadily and become Ihe primary technology for 
large-scale circuit integration on a monolithic chi p, primar. 
ily because of the simple device structure. VLSI (very 
large-scale integration) development for greater functional 
complexity and circuit performance on a single chip is 
stro ngly motivated by Ihe reduced cost per device and has 
been achieved in part by I(lrger chip areas, but predomin
antly by smaller device dimensions IInd the clever design of 
devices and circuits. 

As a consequence of reduced device dimensions. a small 
two·dimensional (or even three-dimensional) MOSFET 
structure has evolved. Scaling down dimensions intro· 
duces problems in both fabrication and operation that are 
not Significant in larger long. channel devices. TIle two· 
dimensional aspects of the impurity profiles and oxidation 
processes become important in determining the effective 

FabrlcatlonJMeasurement Simulation 

Fig. 1. Block diagram of MOS process. deVIce. and orCUJI 
deSign paths The left·hand path shows !he (lad/llonal rfl8/
and·error approach and the flghr·hand palh 1//us1!8fes the 

slmula/lon approach 

channel length and width. More processing steps are re
quired. such as channel implantation and local oxidation. 
which make more stringent control of the process neces
sary. Secondary effects such as oxidatio:l·enhanced diffu
sion significantly affect the impurity profile. As a result. 
better understanding and accurate control o f  these 
phenomena are crucial to achieving the desired per for
mance from scaled·down devices. 

Device operation reveals the existence of two
dimensional field coupling involving both the short
channel and narrow-width effects. This may not be a prob
lem if the ideal scaling·down theory! is iollowed because. 
in concept, all dimensions and impurity profiles are scaled 
so as to maintain the same electric field pattern as for a 
tnng_r:h;lIlllf�l rlFlVirl'!. IInw(>ver. this is not typically fol
lowoo because of practical limitations such as retaining a 
standard 5V operating \'oltage. and requiring thicker Olddes 
to prevent gate breakdown. Device characteristics an� 
highly dependent. therefore. on the two·dimensional struc
ture; classical analysis based on the one-dimensional model 
is not valid. 

Conventional process and device deSigns for integrated 
circuit technologies have been based on the use of a trial
and·error approach and simple analytical modeling to 
achieve the desired electrical characteristics and circuit 
performance. The left half of Fig. 1 outlines a systematic 
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of two-dimenSIonal Slmvlatlon syslem. 
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procedure for process, device. and circuit design using both 
trial-and-error and experimental measurement. This ap
proach is not adequate. however. for small.geometry MOS
FITs where process complexity (especially patterning and 
tolerance requirements) and two-dimensional field cou
pling prevent the use of a simple one-dimensional analysis 
for obtaining accurate quantitative informalion. In addi
tion, the purely experimental approach yields lillle physi
cal insight into the factors governing device operation. 
However. it is well suited for later design cycles where final 
parameter adjustments can be accommodated. A com
plementary analysis and design path (right half of Fig. 1) 
using process. device. and circuit simulations has been 
proposed and is now widely accepted. Compared to 
laboratory experimentation. the design path via simulation 
is less costly and faster. More important. it produces 
detailed information about device operation i n  a well
controlled environment. 

Two-Dimensional Simulation System 
Many two-dimensional devicesilllulation progrnms hnve 

been developed nnd several reported recently. These pro
grams. however. are research tools rather than design tools. 
More stress has been put on the development of fast al
gorithms and the implementation of the physical 
mechanism than on the user interface. I·urthermore. each 
program was de\'cloped independently without an inter
face to other programs. Thus, transferring massive amounts 

<Y -

' .. 

Fig. 3. Simulated two·dlmen
slOnal Impumy dlslrloullon Ior a 
standard NMOS de�lce I'o,th a 
2 5-pm channel length 

of two-dimensional numerical data from one program to 
another is very difficult. Analyzing and interpreting the 
data is also difficult. To o\'ercome these problems and pro
videa convenient design path using simulation. a complete 
two-dimensional simulation system has been developed 
and implemented at HP with an emphasis on the user inter
face. The following schemes have been adopted to make 
this system a more practical and user-oriented design tool. 
• All programs are on an HP 1000 Computer for fast turn

around 
• Friendly. interactive inpUl!output 
• Data transfer between programs using standard-format 

disc files that are transparent to the user 
• Graphic plotting capability accessible to ail two

dimensional programs to process and analyzc the mas
sive amounts of data generated by these programs 

• Hierarchical simulations are used wherever possible 
because full two-dimensional simulation! are time 
consuming. 
A block diagralll of this system is shown in Fig. 2. The 

process simulator SUPRA [StBnford University Process 
Analysis programF simulates procosscs based on the de
vice gconwtry nnd process schooule and generales the im
purity distributions. SUPRA can handle deposition. etch. 
ion implant. diffusion and oxidation process cycles. The 
oxidation model is based on eml)irical data. For imllUrity 
diffusioDs. SUPRA analytically solves the diffuiion equa
tion using a constant diffusivity for low impurity concen-

Fig. 4. Simulated two-dlmen
slOllal potentIal distribution 101 a 
standard NMOS dev.cB Chan
nellength L�2.5!Jfl1. VGs -02V. 
Vos""3V. and Vas' -21/ 
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Irations. For higher concentrations. it solves Ihe diffusion 
equation using a concentration-dependent diffusivity in a 
numerical finite-difference method. For a more accurate 
two-dimensional oxidation simulation, SOAP should be 
used. SOAP is a program that simulates the diffusion of the 
oxygen in the oxide IInd the propagation of lhe extra oxide 
volume generated during the oxidation in a rigorous man
ner. Two-dimensional oxidation is a difficult problem to 
simulate because of nonpianar geometries and moving 
boundaries. SOAP uses the boundary-\'aluc (BVJ method. 
In this method, the nodes arc allocated only along the 
boundary, Thus, it is very suitable for nonplanar geometry 
and moving.boundary problems. 

Electrical device characteristics arc predicted by two
dimensional dovice simulators based on the impurity dis
tributions predicted by SUPRA. In these de\'ice simula
lions. the Poisson and current continuity equations should 
be solved with the al)propriate boundary conditions to be 
valid over tbe whole operating region of :--105 transistors_ 
Sucb an algorithm is used by the full two-dimensional 
simulator CADOET.J Thu full simulator. however. is slow 
and a simplified analysis should be used whenever possible 
(hierarchial simulations). " or the subthreshold region 
where the current is small. the two-dimensional 11015son
equation soh'er GE}'UNI4 is fast and accurate enough for 
most applications. For a large number of simulations. such 
as I-V characteristic generation. SDVICE is accurate 
enough. SDVICE numerically solves the one-dimensional 
current·cont;nuil)' equations along the channel with ap
propriate two-dimensional field coupling to the boundary 
conditions using the houndarY'\'alue method as mentioned 
above_ In the BV method. because the nodes are allocated 
only along the boundaries and the channel. a much smaller 
number of nodes are reqUired than for the finite-difference 
or finite·element methods. Furthermore. a fast two
dimensional Poisson-equation soker has been incorpo
rated to enhance the accurac\, for nonuniform substrate 
doping. The calculation speed 

'
of this method is an order of 

magnitude faster than that of the full two-dimensional 
simulator. 

Based on the device characteristics calculated by these 
simulations. the electrical parameters can be extrActed by 
TECAp! for use in circuit simulations_ TECAP measures the 
device cheracteristics of :-.105 and bipolar transistors and 
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Fig. 5. Potential d!Strl(Jut,on for 
scaled-down NMOS deVice 
(HOMOS. channe/leng/h reduced 
to 1 S jJJTI and usmg same volt
ages as fOf Fig 4) 

exlracts their Ilararneters. /lere. Ihe data is taken from the 
simulation And only the Ilarametor extraction part of 
TECAP is used. [n VI,SI circuits. accurate determinaHon of 
interconnect Bnd other capacitance values becomes crucial 
in the circuit simulation. The \'81ue of various capacitance 
components in }'IOS circuits can be simulated and deler
mined b), FC,\P2. a two-dimensional. arbitrary-geometry. 
Iincar-Poisson-e<luation solver. The circuit performance 
can be simulated by IIP·5PICE.6 based on electrical 
parameters and capacitances that were obtained from the 
process schedule and device layout using Ihis simulation 
system. 

Application Examples 

An example of an application of this simulation system is 
the scaling down of a standard n-channel i\IOS process (sce 
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Fig. 6. Effects of v8na/lOnS m effectIVe channel fength on 

subthreshold MOS deVice charac/efls/lcs 
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article on page 21) from 2.5 p.m 10 1.5 J.UIl. The impurity 
distribution simulated by Sl'PRA for the standard �\IOS 
process is shown in Fig. 3. 

To simulate the scaled-do\\ n process. t�.e mask channel 
length is first reduced from 2.5 p.m to 1.5 �m \\ hile all the 
process steps remain the same. �ig. -l and Fil/;. 5 show the 
simulated potential distribution of 2.5-J.l-m and 1.5-p.m 
channel length de\'ices with \"cs =-O.2\". \"os=3\' and 
\·BS=-Z\'. Bet;ause strong!:r \wo-dimensiullm field LOU
plir.g is evident in Fig. 5 where the mask cbannel length is 
shorter, the threshold voltage \'T is lower for the shorter 
de\"lce. In Fig. 6. the los-versus-\'cs characteristic is simu
lated by GEI\!INI for \'arious channel lcngLhs to sho\\" the ef
fect of channel length on \'T' The VT of a 1.5-J.l-m device is 
shifted by O.H\' from that of a 2.5-J.l-m del'ice, 

Next, the gate oxide is scaled down from 40 nm to 30 nrn 
and the resulting changes in the subthreshold characteris
tics are shown in Fig, 7. Because of the lower body effect 
caused by the higher gate capacitance, \'T is lowered farther 
by O.18V. To maintain the same threshold voltage in the 
scaled-down device, the dose of the cham:el implantation 
must be changed. The subthreshold characteristics for sev
orBI different doses Bnd the corresponding impurity pro

files were obtained by using SUPRA and GE:-.nNI. The 
optimum dose was found to be 1 .2xlO!l cm�. The sub
threshold characteristics of the scaled-down device with 
this dose are shown by curve (d) i n  Fig. 7. 

Another example involves the two·dimensional 
semirecessed field oxidation used for device isolation in an 
NMOS process, As shown in Fig. 8 (simulation). the field 
oxide layer grows laterally (bird's benk) Ullder the sil icon
nitride mask and reduces the effective channel width sig
nificantly. The penetration distance J.W is a function of 
oxidation temperature, oxidation time. and the thickness of 
the nitride mask. SOAP calculates the diffusion of the oxy
gen from the oxide surface to the sil icoll-oxide interface and 
ilia growth of the axtra oxido volume gcnoratad during the 

oxidation, including the stress of the nitride layer. It accu
rately simulates the effects of the oxidation tcmpemture. 
oxidation time. and the nitride thickness on the lateral 
shape and penetration of the field oxide. In the examp le 
shown i n  Fig. 8, a O.95-p.m-thick field oxide is grown using 
a two-hoor wet oxidation cycle at a temperature of 1000"C, 
The thIckness of the nitride layer is 50 nm. The lateral 
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FIg. 7. Subthreshold characte"stlcs as func!lOn of channel 
length L, gate ().(ide thickness tOJt, and channe/lmp/ant dose 
(a) L:02.5 /Afll, t",-40 nm, doS8"",7xlO"lcm: 
(b) L=I.5 /Afll, 1",=-40 nm, dose=7x 10"/cm2 
(c) L=I.5 J.U7I. /,p,""3O nm, dose=7xl0"ICm� 
(d) L"" .S IAffl. 10..""30 nm, dose= I 2xlO'llcml 

penetrtltion j,\v is 0.8 J.l-m. The simulated result agrees 
well wi th actual results ouserved by a scanning electron 
microscope. 

A third exrHnp!e is the calculation of the paraSitic capaci
tanceof the interconnect lino for the HQMOS process using 
FCAP2. When the width of the interconntlct linll decreases. 
the capacitance of the line doos not decrease linearly be
cause offringing electric field effects at the edges or the line. 
Fig. 9 shows the �uipotential lines for the 1 .8.p.m-wide 
polysilicon line as simulated by FCAP2. The thickness of 

1.40 t.60 

Fig. 8. Two-dimenSIonal Slmula· 
tlon of scmlfecessed field o;J(lda
/lOt! process used for NMOS device 
Iso/arlon Temperarure ",,1000 "(;. 
ol(lds/lon lime �120 mmutes 
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Fig. 9. ParasIllC capacitance ca/culatlon by FCAP2 for 
polys/llcon line used in HOMOS cirCUits. Field oXide 
rhlckness=OA jUTl, polyslilcon thickness =0.4 j.U7), and line

width ""1.8 JUTl. 

the field oxide between the polysilicon and the substrate is 
0.4 IJ-m. The polysilicon line is also 0.4 Il-rn thick. The cal
culated capacitance of this line is O.117Xl0-3 pFIp,ffi, 
using the one-dimensional parallel-plate approximation. 
The actual measured capacitance, which includes the 
fringing-field effects, is O.196xlO-J pFI/-lm. The fringing 
field increases the capacitance by 67.5%. 
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